This paper describes a methodology for establishing standardized tests of haptic sensitivity in a tool-wielding paradigm. A haptic-needle was developed to study compliance differentiation in a needle-insertion task, using a psychophysics experimental protocol. The relationship of applied force and position as a function of perceived tissue compliance was obtained from the recorded data. The Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND) for tissue compliance discrimination with the haptic needle was calculated. Results showed that the JND increased as compliance of the tissue increased. Compliance differentiation was easier when the layers of tissue were more different in compliance. These common trends suggest that the proposed methodology is valid and the haptic performance of human subjects can be quantified.
INTRODUCTION
Recent efforts to enhance surgical skills training in minimally invasive surgery and robotic surgery have stimulated a great deal of interest in developing simulators with haptic feedback. The design of effective haptic interfaces for these surgical training simulators remains a big challenge for the engineering community because haptic perception as mediated by a hand-held tool has not been extensively studied.
Many studies have been conducted to understand the haptic perception of object compliance in direct contact. For example, Srinivasan and LaMotte (1995) showed that the presence of tactile information is critical for the perception of compliance in objects. Freyberger and Farber (2006) showed that the Weber fraction was lower (0.25) when exploring objects with one finger than when pinching with two fingers (0.29). Overall sensitivity of compliance discrimination is better in high compliance objects than in low compliance objects. They also showed that subjects exerted higher force when interacting with low compliance objects to compensate for the lowered sensitivity, as did Chib et al. (2004) for surface compliances lower than 0.125 mm/N. Tiest and Kappers (2009) found that 90% of the information used in perceiving compliance originates from the perception of surface deformation, which coincides with the findings of Srinivasan and LaMotte (1995) . Although surface deformations are the dominant cues for perceived hardness, other cues such as force/displacement ratio are also important, notably with softer materials.
Previous studies on human haptics in tool handling showed that with the elimination of tactile information, kinesthetic information during impact between the hand-held stylus and the object provided the necessary haptic cues to discriminate object compliance (LaMotte, 2000) . Klatzky and Lederman (1999) discovered that vibration experienced during tool-surface interaction played a prominent role in roughness perception and it varies systematically with the surface geometry. Results from these few studies suggest that there is much to learn yet about haptic perception through a hand-held tool.
The goal of this study was to determine compliance sensitively in a tool-wielding paradigm. A secondary goal was to design a standardized tool and methodology for measuring haptic sensitivity in needle insertion, a common task in clinical practice. A data acquisition system consisting of a haptic-needle was developed. The methodology for haptic sensitivity measurement was adapted from those of Freyberger and Farber (2006), and Chib et al. (2004) to the tool-wielding paradigm. Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the system for compliance sensitivity measurement, using a needle insertion task.
METHODS
The evaluation of haptic sensitivity was conducted by determining the minimal perceivable difference by humans. This minimal difference, or Just Noticeable Difference (JND), is a measure of the smallest detectable difference between a reference stimulus and a comparison stimulus. The Method of Constant Stimuli, where subjects were asked to determine whether a test sample was 'harder' or 'softer' than a reference sample, was used to determine the JND for compliance of deformable objects. A psychometric function which describes the probability of a correct subject response as a function of stimulus intensity was used to determine the interval of uncertainty:
This psychometric formulation defines the subjects' correct response y with respect to the stimulus intensity x. The error function erf represents the cumulative distribution function with the mean, µ and the standard deviation, σ. The JND is defined as half of the interval of uncertainty (Engen, 1971) . The "interval of uncertainty" is the interval between 25% and 75% of correct responses.
System Description

System requirements
The apparatus should consist of a clinically relevant tool. The selected tool should be easily obtainable without the need of a medical license or prescription. Apart from providing reliable readings, the sensor unit for data acquisition should fit on the tool of choice without imposing additional constriants to the user's handling experience. The apparatus needs to be transportable without degradation in performance to allow evaluation to be reproduced in different locations and settings. In addition, the assembly and disassembly of the apparatus should be simple so as to allow easy and quick setup. The collected data should be in XML format with uniform tags to prevent confusion. The naming of the tags should be unambiguous to allow simple data extraction.
System design
A Nano17 force and torque sensor from ATI Industrial Automation was mounted on a coaxial needle to measure the applied force. The needle's position was tracked and recorded by the OptiTrack motion capture system from NaturalPoint Inc. at a sampling rate of 16Hz. Fig.1 shows the coaxial needle commonly used in anaesthesiology and the instrumented haptic-needle. A personal computer running a C++ based program handled data communication with all the devices and a QT based graphical user interface was implemented to facilitate the psychophysics experiments. 
EXPERIMENT 1: ONE-LAYER MEASUREMENTS Participants
Twelve healthy participants, 8 male and 4 female aged 18-27 volunteered for this experiment. Eleven were righthanded by self-report, and had no prior needle-handling experience.
Stimuli
All the stimulus samples were created using silicone, from Esprit Composite, with a mixture of RTV EC00 (00shA) and RTV EC33 (33shA). Individual samples of different hardness were created by systematically varying the ratio of diluents to the silicone solution. The mixture was then poured into Petri dishes with an outer diameter of 10 cm and thickness of 1.5 cm. Solidification of the mixtures took 24 hours at room temperature. All the samples were identical in appearance but varied in compliance. Three compliance ranges high compliance (RTV EC00), medium compliance (RTV EC33) and low compliance (RTC EC33) were created, with each range consisting of 8 comparison samples and 1 reference sample. Table 1 shows the samples of each compliance range by the percentage of dilution in the silicone mixture. A higher percentage represents a more compliant sample. The reference sample for each of the three ranges was in the middle of each range. Therefore, the test samples were four softer and four harder samples compared to the reference. The values of these ranges were chosen according to data acquired during pilot tests. Compliance of each sample were measured by compression on an Instron machine using a Zwick Roell Z2.5. Young modulus (YM) values of the samples calculated. To take into account the spherical shape of the probe, the elastic modulus was adjusted by using Hertz compression:
where R is the radius of the compressing sphere, d the displacement of the sphere, and E * the apparent Young's modulus. The true modulus was calculated by taking into account the Poisson's ratio:
Where E * is the apparent modulus mentioned above, ν s and ν m are the Poisson's ratio of silicone and metal, and E s and E m are the true YM of silicon and metal. The YM results are presented in Table 2 . 
Experimental Protocol
At the start of the experiment, participants were seated at a table as shown in Fig. 2 . They were told to hold the hapticneedle in a comfortable manner that would not block the markers from the cameras. For each trial, the subjects were presented with a reference sample and a comparison sample. The two samples were hidden under a box to prevent any visual cues such as surface deformation of the samples. Two holes were cut on top of the box to provide vertical guidance so that the haptic needle was as perpendicular to the sample as possible. Prior to the experiment, the participants were allowed to practice once to be familiar with the haptic needle. Participants were informed that the reference sample was always presented on their right and the comparison sample on their left. Using the needle, they were to probe first the reference sample, then the comparison sample. There was no constraint on the number of probes per sample but the participants were not allowed to return to the reference sample after probing the comparison sample. After probing both samples, the participants had to decide whether the comparison sample was 'harder' or 'softer' than the reference sample. The correct responses of the participants were then recorded by the experimenter.
Each comparison sample was presented 4 times in counterbalanced order. A total of 96 trials was performed by each participant. The average time for one participant to complete 96 trials was about 70 min.
The independent variable in this experiment was the compliance of the samples. The dependant variables measured were the participants' responses, the force tracking data, and the position tracking data.
Results
Analysis of data was limited to those after contact with the test samples. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests.
Force exerted. The Pearson's rank correlation coefficients show that the YM was positively correlated to the average (r = .244, p = .000, N = 858) and maximum (r = .301, p = .000, N = 858) force exerted, and to their standard deviations (r =.284, p = .000, N = 855). As the YM of the sample increased, participants exerted more force with the needle, but with less consistent force magnitudes. This trend is similar to the findings of Freyberger and Farber (2006) for direct contact.
Depth reached. The Pearson's rank correlation coefficients show that the sample's YM is negatively correlated to the average (r = -.446, p = .000, N = 672) and maximum (r = -.690, p = .000, N = 851) depth of the needle and to their standard deviations (r = -.227, p = .000, N = 855). This means that when the sample's YM increased, the participants inserted the needle less deeply, but more consistently.
Haptic perception accuracy. As expected the difference of YM between the reference sample and the comparison sample is positively correlated to the response accuracy (r =.128, p = .000, N =864). However, the absolute value of each sample seems to have no influence on response accuracy (r =-.057, p = .096, N =864), meaning than low compliance samples were not more difficult than high compliance ones. There was no observed relation between the needle insertion duration and the response accuracy (r = -.015, p = .678, N =761). Finally, neither the needle insertion depth nor the force exerted were correlated with the response accuracy.
The 'interval of uncertainty' was obtained at the 25% and 75% point of the Gaussian fit curve for the 'softer' responses relative to YM difference from the reference sample. It is between 0.3758 and 0.5138 MPa of difference from the reference sample. Figure 3 shows the Gaussian fit for the data. 
EXPERIMENT 2: TWO-LAYERS MEASUREMENTS
The objective of this experiment was to measure haptic sensitivity of compliance changes at the boundary between two layers of deformable samples. Performance was evaluated based on the needle penetration depth into the second layer after penetrating the first layer. Participants 4 healthy participants, 2 male and 2 female volunteered for this experiment. They were between the ages of 24 and 26. All were right-handed by self-report. They had previously participated in Experiment 1.
Stimuli
Five silicone samples were created; each sample consisted of two layers of RTV EC00 silicone mixture. Cylindrical molds made from a PVC pipe with an outer diameter of 10 cm and a height of 3 cm were used to create the two layer samples. The compliance of the top layer was constant, while the compliance of the bottom layer varied and was always harder than the top layer. The compliance of the samples was defined by the percentage of dilution, as shown in Table 3 . Compliance difference between the two layers ranged from 10% (sample T1) to 40% (sample T5) of dilution. 
Experimental Protocol
Participants were seated in a similar posture as in Experiment 1 (Fig. 2) . They were instructed to insert the haptic-needle into the two-layer sample until they felt contact with the second layer. The participants were limited to a single probe per trial and each sample was repeated 4 times in a counterbalanced order to minimize learning effects. The duration of the experiment for each participant was about 30 minutes.
The independent variable used was the difference of compliance between the top and bottom layer. The dependant variables measured were the participants' responses, the force tracking and the position tracking data.
Results
The amount of overshoot beyond the border of the second layer was averaged for each sample. The results in Fig. 4 show that the overshoot error was the greatest for sample T1, where the estimated compliance difference between the two layers was 10 %. When the compliance difference between the two layers was greater, the penetration depth error decreased. However, the standard deviation of the error also increased.
Individual force profiles (Fig. 5) suggest that a shorter time was required to detect changes in compliance in sample T5 compared to sample T2. 
DISCUSSION
The results from Experiment 1 show a high correlation between sample compliance and haptic sensitivity measured. In addition, strong relationships exist between needle insertion depth, stimuli compliance, and haptic perception sensitivity. Results from the second experiment indicate that participants were more sensitive to boundary detection when the difference of compliance between the top and bottom layer is large. These results are similar to those obtained with direct contact between the hand/fingers and deformable objects. However, since we did not include a direct contact condition as a control, it is not clear how haptic sensitivity differ in the two cases.
Several limitations in the study need to be addressed in future research. For example, the fact that test samples in the three compliance ranges were not arranged linearly resulted in gaps in the data, such as between 1.157MPa and 1.773MPa, and between 2.428MPa and 2.867 MPa in compliance values. Also, only one sample of each stimulus was available during the experiment, there is the possibility that they were damaged by the multiple needle pierces. Several participants reported feeling holes in the samples. This can be prevented by making several samples of the same dosage for testing.
Since the postures of the participants were not constrained during the experiments, different hand movement and elbow placement were noticed. It was observed that in the initial phase of the experiments, most participants chose to lift their elbow in the air while holding the needle. After a period of time, participants were resting their elbow on the table inducing an inconsistency in the posture. This may have affected the final position of the needle in the samples. For future work, a more constrained posture should be introduced to provide consistency among subjects. In addition, the experiment was not conducted in a controlled room, so distractions were frequent during the sessions.
A well-documented phenomenon in needle insertion tasks is that the needle can experience bending while traversing a tissue mass. The degree of bending depends on the tissue properties such as density, compliance, and disease state. The position of the haptic-needle during the two experiments was defined by the markers which were attached to the handle. Thus, we did not account for the effect of needle bending. The variance in position can be reduced by replacing the current coaxial needle with a needle of higher stiffness. However, a balance should be maintained between choosing a needle with higher stiffness and the overall weight. By adding more weight, the inertia of the needle increases and perceptual experience might be affected.
According to Engen (1971) , at least 20 trials are required on each of the comparison stimuli if using the Methods of Constant Stimuli. However, given the time required for 20 trials per sample, each participant in our experiment would require 6 hours to complete one experiment. Due to the time constraints and availability of the participants, the number of trials for each comparison stimuli was reduced to 4. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the apparatus provided enough data to perform statistical analysis.
Although there are still many improvements required in the proposed methodology, results from this study provided the basic principles required in human haptic evaluation under the tool wielding paradigm. Overall, the results suggest that the system developed is a valid tool for measuring haptic perception sensitivity for compliance.
